Elements of Love & Relationships

Match the vocabulary to the pictures. More than one word may match each item.

1. jealous
2. gossip
3. flirting
4. broken heart
5. intimacy
6. companionship
7. romantic date
8. Cupid
9. blow a kiss
10. blow a kiss
11. romantic gesture
12. drift apart
13. suspicious

Answer the questions.

1. Do you like intimacy or companionship? Why?
2. Give an example of a romantic gesture.
3. When might you blow a kiss to someone.
4. Give an example of gossip about a relationship.
5. Are you ever jealous? Why? Why not?
Answers

1 intimacy
2 flirting
3 gossip
4 broken heart
5 companionship
6 drift apart
7 suspicious
8 romantic gesture
9 jealous
10 romantic date
11 lovesick
12 Cupid
13 blowing a kiss